AT M OSP H ER IC SC IE N C E W IT H
DA RR EL BAU M GA RD N ER
TALKING POINTS
1. What are cloud condensation nuclei?

5. Why is computer modelling important for Darrel’s work?

2. What is cloud seeding?

6. What is geoengineering?

3. How could cloud seeding help:
a) farmers; b) riverside communities; c) sporting events?

7. What has enabled atmospheric science to become more
sophisticated?

4. What are the two broad ways of measuring cloud properties?

8. What are some ways that atmospheric science can help people?

ACTIVITIES FOR HOME OR IN THE CLASSROOM
ACTIVITY 1
Although cloud seeding is nowadays understood better than ever, the basic
theory has been applied in various forms for many years.
Look up examples of cloud seeding online and answer the following
questions. Remember to check the authenticity of the information you
find.
• How has cloud seeding benefited vulnerable people?
• How has cloud seeding benefited wealthy people?
• How has cloud seeding benefited the environment?
• Has cloud seeding ever had unexpected (or unwelcome) results?
• What regulations are in place for cloud seeding?

FURTHER RESOURCES
• NASA’s Earth Observatory has a collection of stunning and
frequently updated satellite images and sequences, including of
atmospheric phenomena: https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images
• MetLink has a wealth of resources for schools and students. As well
as lesson plans, case studies and so on, they also have a scheme
that lets UK schools borrow weather instruments. Find out more:
https://www.metlink.org/
• The Met Office also has many resources on meteorology and
atmospheric science, including bite-size activity packs: https://
www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/met-office-forschools/resources-for-11-14

ACTIVITY 2
Geoengineering is a complex subject for many reasons. As well as cloud seeding, other geoengineering techniques include iron fertilisation of the oceans, or
even installing ‘sun shields’ in space.
Using the article and online information, create a detailed mind-map for geoengineering. Things to think about include:
• Practicality
• Regulation and control
• Effectiveness
• Long-term effects
• Accuracy of predictions
• Knock-on effects on society
• Alternative solutions
Once you have finished your mind-map, write a paragraph on whether or not you think geoengineering is a credible solution for climate change, and why.

